Orphan drugs (ie, drugs indicated for rare diseases) pose a singular challenge for health plans. Although they target small patient populations, their high costs, rising numbers, and strong backing by patient groups force plans to confront ever-more-delicate decisions about how to provide access, even in the face of sometimes highly uncertain evidence.1–4 The challenge is intensifying: From 1997 to 2017, spending on orphan drugs grew from 4% to 10% of total prescription drug spending, with spending on orphan drugs totaling $43 billion in 2017.3 An estimated 25 million to 30 million Americans live with an orphan disease.4

Eighty-seven percent of orphan drug spending is made up of specialty drugs, which are typically complex large-molecule drugs that require special administration, monitoring, and handling, although high-priced small-molecule drugs are also often considered specialty drugs.3 Specialty drugs are also used to treat a range of nonorphan conditions, including rheumatoid arthritis, hepatitis C, Crohn disease, and multiple sclerosis.

Research has demonstrated that health plans sometimes restrict patient access to orphan drugs. Results of one study found that private plans apply restrictions in roughly a quarter of orphan drug coverage decisions.5 Another study reported that Medicare and private plans often place orphan drugs on the highest co-payment tier of their formularies.6

However, the circumstances under which plans restrict access to orphan drugs have not been reported. It is unclear, for example, whether plans are more likely to restrict orphan drugs with larger budget impacts. Knowledge of these circumstances would help patients, providers, and policy makers better understand the coverage decisions affecting access. We analyzed a database of private health plan coverage decisions to (1) compare coverage of orphan and nonorphan drugs, (2) examine variation in orphan drug coverage across the largest US private plans, and (3) evaluate factors influencing orphan drug coverage decision making.
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OBJECTIVES: To compare coverage of orphan and nonorphan drugs, to examine variation in orphan drug coverage across the largest US private plans, and to evaluate factors influencing coverage decisions.

STUDY DESIGN: Database and regression analyses.

METHODS: We analyzed a data set of private health plan coverage decisions for specialty drugs (N = 5000) in 3 ways. First, we compared the frequency with which plans applied restrictions in their decisions for orphan and nonorphan drugs. Second, we examined variation in the frequency with which 17 of the largest 20 private plans applied coverage restrictions for orphan drugs. Third, we used multivariate regression to examine factors associated with restricted orphan drug coverage.

RESULTS: Health plans are less likely to restrict orphan drugs compared with nonorphan drugs. Of orphan drug decisions (n = 2168), plans did not apply coverage restrictions in 70% of cases, applied restrictions in 29%, and did not cover in 1%. In contrast, of nonorphan drug decisions (n = 2832), plans did not apply coverage restrictions in 53% of cases, applied restrictions in 41%, and did not cover in 6%.

The frequency of restrictions for orphan drugs varied from 11% to 65% across plans. The attributes of orphan drugs that were more likely to be associated with restrictions than others included drugs for noncancer diseases, drugs with alternatives, self-administered drugs, drugs indicated for diseases with a higher prevalence, and drugs with higher annual costs (all P < .05).

CONCLUSIONS: Health plans restrict access to orphan drugs approximately one-third of the time, and restrictions vary considerably across plans. Plans more often add restrictions for orphan drugs that are indicated for diseases with a higher prevalence and that have higher annual costs.
METHODS

Data

We identified orphan drug coverage decisions using the Tufts Medical Center Specialty Drug Evidence and Coverage (SPEC) database. SPEC includes publicly available specialty drug coverage decisions issued by 17 of the 20 largest US private health plans. SPEC includes coverage decisions relevant to the included plans’ commercial lines of business. Of the 3 largest plans excluded from SPEC, 1 does not make its coverage decisions publicly available and 2 focus exclusively on Medicare or Medicaid populations.

SPEC includes information on health plans’ specialty drug coverage decisions and the supporting evidence that they cite. SPEC details drug-level information, including the number of years since a drug’s FDA approval and whether a drug is indicated for a pediatric population. Roughly half (51%) of drugs in SPEC are physician-administered and covered through the plans’ medical benefit. The remaining drugs are self-administered drugs, which plans cover through their pharmacy benefit.

We define a coverage restriction as a health plan decision to reduce the size of the eligible patient population compared with the population described in the FDA label. We further classify restrictions into categories: (1) patient subgroup (requirement for patients to meet certain clinical criteria, such as disease severity), (2) step therapy protocol (requirement for patients to first fail an alternative treatment before gaining access to a drug), (3) prescriber restriction (requirement for a certain type of physician—for example, a rheumatologist—to prescribe the drug), (4) combination therapy (requirement for a drug to be used concomitantly with another medication), and (5) other.

SPEC includes 204 drugs. Because a drug can be indicated for multiple diseases, the database includes 409 unique drug–indication pairs (186 orphan drug–indication pairs; 223 nonorphan drug–indication pairs). For example, because ruxolitinib is indicated for myelofibrosis and polycythemia vera (both orphan diseases), it appears twice in the database. SPEC includes 5000 coverage decisions (2168 for orphan drugs; 2832 for nonorphan drugs) across the 17 health plans. Included decisions are current as of March 2018.

Variables

Dependent variable. The dependent variable is dichotomous (yes/no) and describes whether the health plan’s coverage decision restricted patients’ access to a drug beyond the drug’s FDA label. “No restrictions” means a plan covered the drug consistent with its label. Coverage restrictions included decisions in which the plan did not cover the drug or the plan applied some restriction (for example, by step therapy protocol).

Independent variables. We include 10 independent variables that we selected either because they have been previously shown to be associated with restricted drug coverage or because we consider them likely to be associated with coverage restrictions. Cancer treatment is a dichotomous variable capturing whether a drug is indicated to treat cancer. Available alternative is a dichotomous variable capturing whether a drug has any therapeutic alternatives (ie, whether the FDA has approved another drug for the same indication). Pediatric population is a dichotomous variable accounting for whether a drug is indicated for pediatric or adolescent patients. Examples include nusinersen for spinal muscular atrophy and velaglucerase alfa for Gaucher disease type 1. Years since approval is a continuous variable accounting for the number of years since a drug’s FDA approval. When a drug is approved for multiple orphan indications, we consider the approval date for each indication separately. For example, tocilizumab was approved to treat polyarticular juvenile idiopathic arthritis in 2013 and approved for cytokine release syndrome in 2017; thus, the time since FDA approval differs for these indications. Safety is a dichotomous variable describing whether the drug has been flagged by the FDA for a safety concern (specifically, a black box safety warning or implementation of a Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategy program).1 FDA expedited approval is a dichotomous variable accounting for whether the FDA included the drug in one of its expedited approval programs, including priority review, fast track, accelerated approval, or breakthrough therapy.4 Self-administered is a dichotomous variable capturing whether the drug is self- or physician-administered. We categorize tablets, capsules, and subcutaneously self-injected drugs as being self-administered, and drugs injected or infused in inpatient or outpatient settings as being physician-administered. Nonorphan indication is a dichotomous variable accounting for situations in which an orphan drug is also indicated for a nonorphan indication. For instance, adalimumab is approved for orphan indications (eg, pediatric Crohn disease) and nonorphan indications (eg, rheumatoid arthritis). Disease prevalence is a categorical variable accounting for the prevalence of the indicated disorder. We obtained estimates of US disease prevalence from a review of the medical literature and the websites of national clinical organizations. To construct the variable, we divided observations into quartiles based on prevalence magnitudes. Annual cost is a categorical variable capturing the yearly per-patient drug cost (and dividing observations into quartiles). We estimated these costs using dosing information from the drug’s label and the Federal Supply Schedule (FSS) price (federal purchaser price.

TAKEAWAY POINTS

› Private US health plans less often apply restrictions in their coverage decisions for orphan drugs than in their coverage decisions for nonorphan drugs (30% vs 47% of the time, respectively).
› Health plans vary in the frequency with which they apply restrictions in their orphan drug coverage decisions.
› Private US health plans more often add orphan drug coverage restrictions (eg, patient subgroup restrictions, step therapy protocols) for drugs for diseases other than cancer, drugs with alternatives, self-administered drugs, drugs indicated for diseases with a higher prevalence, and drugs with higher annual costs.
based on a drug’s average sales price inclusive of rebates). If the FSS drug price was unavailable, we relied on alternative sources, including the CMS Average Sales Price (a product’s average sales price as submitted to CMS) and the IBM Micromedex RED BOOK (a proprietary source of drug pricing).

Analysis
We analyzed the data in 3 ways. First, we compared the frequency with which plans applied coverage restrictions for nonorphan and orphan drugs. Second, we evaluated variation in orphan drug coverage across health plans. Third, we developed a multilevel, random-effect, logistic regression model to estimate the relationship between the independent variables and the likelihood of restrictive orphan drug coverage. We used a multilevel model to estimate the average effect of an independent variable on coverage across health plans while accounting for differences among them. We report associations between independent variables and coverage restrictiveness using odds ratios, which describe how much larger or smaller the odds of restricted coverage are for an independent variable (eg, drugs with alternatives compared with drugs with no alternatives). We considered P values < .05 to be statistically significant. We performed analyses using Stata SE version 13 (StataCorp LP; College Station, Texas).

RESULTS
Comparing Orphan and Nonorphan Drug Coverage
The vast majority of orphan drug coverage decisions (2146 of 2168 decisions; 99%) provide at least some coverage: 70% of decisions provide coverage without restrictions, 29% add restrictions, and 1% provide no coverage. By comparison, among nonorphan drug coverage decisions in SPEC (n = 2832), 53% provide coverage without restrictions, 41% add restrictions, and 6% provide no coverage (Figure 1).

In orphan drug restrictions, plans most commonly limit coverage by patient subgroup restrictions (47% of restricted decisions). In contrast, for nonorphan drug restrictions, plans most commonly apply step therapy protocols (77% of restricted decisions) (Figure 2).

Variation in Orphan Drug Coverage
The degree to which plans restricted orphan drug coverage decisions varied across health plans, ranging from 11% to 65% (Figure 3).

Factors Associated With Restricted Orphan Drug Coverage
Health plans are more likely to restrict coverage of orphan drugs indicated for noncancer diseases, for drugs having available alternatives, for self-administered drugs, and for more recently approved products. Plans are also more likely to restrict orphan drugs with higher annual costs and drugs indicated for higher-prevalence diseases (Table). All findings are significant (P < .05).

DISCUSSION
Health plans cover orphan drugs more generously than nonorphan drugs: 70% versus 53% of coverage decisions do not include coverage restrictions, respectively. Still, the roughly one-third of orphan drug coverage decisions with restrictions are notable and have not been previously reported.

Plans most often restrict coverage of orphan drugs by applying patient subgroup restrictions. For example, one plan restricts coverage of omalizumab for chronic idiopathic urticaria by requiring that patients be symptomatic for...
We found considerable variation in orphan drug coverage across plans. This finding has important implications and suggests that a patient’s insurance company can impact their access to orphan drugs. Reasons for this variation are unclear but may reflect differences in contracting arrangements or in the rebates that plans negotiate, as well as the fact that plans tailor decisions according to their particular patient populations, local practice patterns, and budgetary realities.

Various factors are associated with the restrictiveness of orphan drug coverage. Health plans less often apply restrictions in their coverage decisions for orphan drugs indicated for cancer than for orphan drugs indicated for noncancer diseases, a finding that may indicate that health plans award cancer treatments a special status. Health plans more often restrict coverage for more recently approved orphan drugs, possibly because such drugs have a less mature evidence base and because plans have less experience managing them. Health plans tend to restrict coverage of self-administered more than physician-administered orphan drugs, suggesting that plans manage pharmacy benefit drugs more aggressively than medical benefit drugs. Plans more often restrict coverage of drugs with a therapeutic alternative, likely due to the fact that plans provide more generous access to drugs representing patients’ sole therapeutic option.

Although by definition orphan drugs are indicated for small populations (the FDA assigns orphan status to drugs indicated for diseases affecting fewer than 200,000 individuals), drugs indicated for the most prevalent orphan diseases are more than twice as likely to be restricted as drugs indicated for the least prevalent orphan diseases. Health plans’ sensitivity to disease rarity suggests their attentiveness to drugs’ budget impact. This sensitivity may also explain the fact that drugs with the highest estimated annual costs are roughly twice as likely to be restricted as drugs with the lowest estimated annual costs. These findings are consistent with previous research that found that health plans were more likely to restrict specialty drugs (orphan and nonorphan specialty drugs) with higher annual costs and greater budget impacts. Concerns over the overall costs of orphan drugs seem likely to intensify (58% of all drugs approved by the FDA in 2018 were orphan drugs, for example).

This research provides a window into the struggles that plans face in light of an ever-increasing number of orphan drugs. Historically, plans have been able to absorb the costs of the few available orphan drugs. However, the growing number of orphan drugs and their larger budget impact likely mean that health plans will more often apply coverage restrictions to orphan drugs in the future. It is important for the medical community to understand that orphan drugs are not exempt from drug utilization management strategies.

**Limitations**

Our study has a number of limitations. First, because the drug prices that plans negotiate with product manufacturers are not publicly disclosed, we rely on alternative sources of drug prices, not the actual prices paid by health plans. Second, our findings may not generalize to decisions made by other private health plans or by Medicare and Medicaid. Also, because we focus exclusively on orphan drugs for which plans have issued a coverage decision, our findings may not generalize to drugs that plans cover through formularies. Third, we do not account for patient cost sharing or other possible benefit design features. Fourth, there may be unobserved confounders influencing plan decision making. For instance, we do not control for the quality of the evidence that plans cite in their orphan drug coverage decisions. Because the
FDA often bases orphan drug approvals on clinical studies with less rigorous study designs (eg, lack of control arms and small sample sizes), health plans are faced with uncertain evidence upon which to base their decisions.22,23

**CONCLUSIONS**

The largest US private health plans restrict access to orphan drugs in approximately one-third of coverage decisions. Plans most often restrict coverage by requiring patients to meet certain clinical criteria, such as experiencing symptoms that result in limitation of activities of daily living. Plans vary in the frequency with which they apply coverage restrictions to their orphan drug coverage decisions. Plans more often add restrictions to drugs for diseases other than cancer, drugs with alternatives, self-administered drugs, drugs indicated for diseases with a higher prevalence, and drugs with higher annual costs.
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